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Message from the Trustees
The team at Future Hope has always worked for the street and slum children
of Kolkata with passion and energy. We have put society’s most vulnerable
children at the centre of all we do, and after thirty years we have a much
better idea of the problems these children face and the solutions that
dramatically change their lives permanently and for the better.
Our impact on the lives of these children and the communities they come
from is immense. The talents and skills that they discover on the sports field,
at school, in performing arts, university or our skills centre, are unending and
remarkable. We are continually amazed and humbled at what they can
achieve if they are given the chance, how they look after one another and
how they give back to society, and particularly to the Future Hope family.
We are incredibly proud of our children and what they achieve, and we gain great strength from the
happiness and joy that they exude.
Over thirty years we have built strong and lasting relationships with the authorities, the government, the
police, other NGOs and the corporate sector which benefits everyone. We are trusted and respected in
the slums, in the red-light areas and on the streets of our city, with scores of poor people coming to us for
help and advice. However we know there is still a huge amount of work for Future Hope to do.
Our CEO, Sujata Sen, is building an excellent team around her and we see the results in the way our
young people aspire to change their own lives and the lives of other vulnerable people around them.
These young people who had no ambition or hope when they arrived at Future Hope are now becoming
lawyers, cooks, engineers and sea-farers; working in the hospitality industry, in shops and fitness gyms; or
becoming bankers, nurses or teachers, to name but a few of the jobs they do. Our team has spent many
hours mentoring the children instilling good work ethic and underpinning good values, values that are
sometimes hard to follow but offer immeasurable benefit to the world.
The past thirty years have prepared us for the next thirty years and we now want to expand Future Hope
for the benefit of many more of the most vulnerable children. We will build a school to educate 500
children with capacity to grow to 750, build more homes to accommodate 220 residential children, of
whom the juniors will live on site and the seniors in the already existing homes, and create simple but
excellent sports facilities on the 24 acres of land we own in Rajarhat in the new hub of Kolkata. We will
offer our expertise to many more vulnerable children and the marginalised communities from where they
originate. We will draw up a Strategic Plan for the next five years and will build a corpus that will ensure
the sustainability of Future Hope for many years to come.

The Trustees of Future Hope India are very grateful for your support, your time and the funds that you give
us. We are thankful for the trust, care and belief you have in us and hope you will continue to be part of
our exciting work with many more Future Hope children.
Tim Grandage
Managing Trustee
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Message from the CEO
It was a year that needed to be marked and remembered. We were celebrating
our 30th anniversary, a small charity that began in 1987 with a kind visionary
driving a trademark jeep that had a dozen street children hanging from it, had
sustained itself and grown to be a model of community work locally and
nationally.
Celebrations can be big or small, and we decided ours would be a mix. We did
stunning shows, exciting tournaments and quietly delved deeper into the lives of
the extremely deprived through further research, whilst keeping up our regular
operations providing daily care for some of the most vulnerable children and
young people of Kolkata.
This year revealed once again what a small bit of support can do to change a child’s life. When we said yes
to the UK arts organization Kinetika about participating in Silk River, an ambitious project which explored the
unique relationship between London and Kolkata, we did not know that our children would produce the most
beautiful large silk flags that the project could boast. When we decided to do The Lion King with a live choir
and orchestra, we did not know that our children would produce the most stunning school show in recent
history that would take even the fiercest theatre critic by surprise.
These were the same children who won the inter-school Debanjan Sen Football Tournament, the Bengal
Rowing Club inter-school regatta, and also won the U-15 Rugby Championship. Expecting anything more
would be almost beyond imagination.
Yet they carried on, doing well in their school leaving examinations, taking the jump into higher education
and skills training, cutting the umbilical chord that binds them to Future Hope to independently explore new
worlds, and in the process yielding space to the new.
Tim won the Amazing Indian award last year, handed over to him by Prime Minister Narendra Modi. This
year our children were the amazing Indians who showed us how to catch a star. None of this would have
been possible without the care and love of the team that works relentlessly to contribute to the children’s
dreams; the support of our trustees who have infinite faith and patience in what we do; and the many friends
and supporters across the world who turn our ideas into reality. How can I thank them!

Sujata Sen
CEO, Future Hope India
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What is Future Hope ?
Celebrating it’s 30th year of operation, Future Hope continues to provide security and opportunity to
some of the most vulnerable children from the streets and slums of Kolkata.
We believe that by addressing the individual needs of children and young people in our care, we
can help some of India’s most destitute children and their families to find their potential, break the
poverty cycle and become full participants in India’s growing economy.

Vision:

A World where Every Child has Hope and Opportunity

Mission:

Giving Today’s Street and Slum Children a Better Tomorrow

Future Hope has a strong family ethos, which extends not only to the staff and children at our homes and
school in India but also to the local community, our supporters, donors and volunteers. We are apolitical and
secular.

I tell you one thing…to live without self-respect, self-esteem and selfsufficiency according to me is no better than being dead…and I’ve got
all these things from Future Hope.

Mongal is 20 years old and soon to complete an Economics Degree at a top university. He arrived at Future
Hope aged 10, having lived on the street, scavenging and begging for food to survive.
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Our Mission
The aim of Future Hope is to give vulnerable street and slum children of Kolkata and its surroundings a stable environment to reach their full potential and become independent, self-sufficient and
socially responsible young adults. We achieve our aim through:



Prioritising the most vulnerable and disadvantaged children irrespective of caste, creed, race and
gender



Putting the wellbeing of our children at the centre of all we do



Providing a safe and nurturing environment and an excellent all-round education



Fostering their physical and mental health with preventative intervention



Providing residential homes where our children find love, care, security and opportunity



Using sport as a key means of personal development



Looking at each child as an individual and promoting the welfare of the whole person



Providing stimulating, rewarding and career enhancing opportunities for all staff



Using our network of contacts for the benefit and experience of our children



Building a financially sound and sustainable model to support our work into the future

Intervention: Future Hope breaks
the cycle of deprivation and
destitution providing homes,
medical care and education

Confidence: Developing and
building confidence with
compassion encouraging an
enjoyment of childhood, through
play and sport

Health: positively impacting
health outcomes by offering
comprehensive medical care,
including a vaccination
programme, tailored nutrition and
promoting personal hygiene

Education: by creating a learning
environment that is rigorous,
challenging, comprehensive yet
fun
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Why We Are Here
Every night in Kolkata children can be found sleeping on station platforms and the streets,
vulnerable, undernourished and neglected. Many are ill, most are exposed to serious forms of
exploitation and all have no hope for a good future. They have little or no ability to change their
lives. It is for these children that Future Hope was established.


West Bengal contributes 69% of India’s total cases of girls sold into prostitution (National
Crime Records Bureau 2013)



There are 550,000 child labourers in West Bengal alone (National Census 2011)



55.6% children are physically abused; boys abused more than girls; younger children also more
prone to abuse



17.2% of girls and 23% of boys have faced severe forms of sexual abuse



Only a small percentage of abuses get reported

Outreach
Thousands of children still live on the streets, abused, exploited and
maimed. Future Hope responds to these problems by taking the most
vulnerable children who have no family capable of caring for them into one
of its residential homes, whilst offering the children from the very poorest
families in the slums an all-round education at our school. Our aim is to
help the children overcome their poor start in life and to prepare them to
become independent, employable and caring adults.
25 New children were identified from the streets and slums as extremely
vulnerable and in desperate need of security, care and an education.
 This requires regular rounds of the streets, surveys and background verification,
reporting to the police and Child Welfare Committee of the Govt. of West
Bengal as per law and mandatory ID document processing.
 100% of our children come from Below the Poverty Line, dysfunctional families,
or are orphaned.




Every new child creates a financial commitment of fifteen years. The cost for
one residential child per year is INR 152,000
In the past year 18 children were taken into one of our 6 residential homes.
This is where they came from:

Streets - 5

Referral Child Welfare Committee - 3

Slum - 5

Other NGO - 2
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Village - 3

Our History & Future Plans
Since 1987 Future Hope has provided a home, medical aid, education and opportunity to destitute
children of Kolkata.
Future Hope is a charity with a strong family ethos which started from
humble beginnings 30 years ago when Tim Grandage was a Bank Manager
in Kolkata and befriended a group of street children who looked after his
car. Through talking with them Tim became aware of the numerous
problems and needs of these children who eked out an existence on the
streets, and realised that he could not turn a blind eye to their plight .
In 1987 Tim started to take street-children into the home of his recently retired chief clerk and then into his
own home and soon had thirty-five children sleeping safely on the floor, eating three regular meals a day.
The first homes were then created with dedicated house-parents and daily sport was introduced to provide
focus and get rid of excess energy.
In 1998, Future Hope School was founded in response to the growing demand for places in good local
schools and in recognition that education is the passport to a good life So far Future Hope has touched
more than 3,000 young lives and prides itself on its alumni who have become self-reliant, hardworking
members of society, with steady work and happy families.

Future Plans
A Primary & Secondary School for 500 students
with space to grow to750, CBSE accredited
Spacious classrooms, a Library, Auditorium,
Cafeteria, Science Labs, Arts Department and
Integrated Skills Training
8 new homes, each will accommodate 20 children
Rugby, Football and Cricket pitches and a Pavilion

A fully equipped Medical facility an Office & Staff
accommodation for key staff
With knowledge gained over 30 years, we can do much more for the children who live in extreme poverty
and the communities from where they come. To do this Future Hope needs to build more homes and a
larger school with sports facilities.
Future Hope is well on the way to securing the purchase of a 24 acre plot of land in the countryside in
Rajarhat where the new campus will be built. It will look traditional but use the latest building technology
and is designed to be cost effective, environmentally friendly and at par with nature.

This wonderful Future Hope project will change the face of education in a really positive way in West Bengal for
many years to come. The late Turun Dutt, founding Chair Future Hope India Trustees & former Chief Secretary, West Bengal
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The Team
Future Hope is managed by qualified, experienced and highly dedicated teaching and non-teaching
staff lead by the CEO and a strong senior team. It is governed by an eminent Board of Trustees.

A typical weekly house parents’ meeting where the programme for the week ahead is discussed , ideas are shared and
solutions for common problems are found. These meetings encourage teamwork and good practice in the homes.

Working at Future hope is not just an ordinary job, it requires long-term commitment, compassion and
dedication to provide the security, continuity, holistic education and opportunity that these children need.
CEO, Sujata Sen, is constantly strengthening the organisation through regular in-house workshops and
external training for teaching and non-teaching staff to encourage professional development and growth.
For example in the past year:


All staff attended a child protection workshop and signed the child protection declaration.



Primary School and Learning Support teachers took part in regular in-house training with an
educational expert to help them understand new teaching ideas and techniques. They were also taught
to identify children with learning difficulties.

Sam Guha

Joined Future Hope in 2017 as Head of Homes & Pastoral Care
A Commerce and Law graduate from Calcutta University, Samarjit brings a wealth of
knowledge to our team from his time as a journalist and more recently as Head of
Programmes with the British Council in Kolkata. Here he worked extensively with
children, young adults and influencers covering the arts, science, libraries, education and
equal opportunity and diversity issues. His other interests include music and writing.
Sam has been working tirelessly with the children and the staff. He knows every child
and provides guidance and stability in the homes. He has been able to develop better
communication lines between the homes and school, leading to good team work.
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The Homes
Future Hope provides a safe and nurturing home for children who come to us due to extreme
poverty and dire living conditions, they have no family capable of caring for them. We put the
children at the centre of all we do, aiming to provide a family atmosphere that allows the children to
feel secure, cared for and happy.
In the past year:


16 new children, 5 girls and 11 boys were
taken into one of our safe, happy homes and
2 day scholars became boarders



11 young people moved on from the senior
homes into rented or paying guest
accommodation, gaining their independence



New Head of Homes, Sam Guha, joined the
team



The Rashbehari home closed down and in a
re-shuffle of other home locations the middle &
senior girls were moved next door to each
other

Our 6 residential homes
nurture 140 children


3 for boys & 3 for girls



Each home provides:
- a balanced diet
- Hygiene & healthcare
- A good routine with activity &
play
- An undisturbed sleep
- Care from a houseparent
- A sense of belonging

Future Hope is a sweet
home to me where all my
brothers and sisters stay
so lovingly.
Setaur, our head of school in
2017/18 who wants to join the
Police Force.

A Healthy Diet
Since all of our children come from impoverished backgrounds it is essential that we place extra
attention on a carefully cooked, healthy diet so that the children gain strength, build up natural
immunity and take part fully in school and sports.


Over 300 nutritious school meals provided each lunchtime



A simple diet of fresh fruit, vegetables, rice, dal, chicken, fish and eggs



3 nourishing meals and tiffin provided everyday for each home child



Iron rich food helps to combat anaemia and iron deficiency
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Medical Care
Tending to the children’s health needs is a core aspect of Future Hope’s work. Malnourishment,
scabies, boils, skin diseases, burns, infections, diarrhoea, tuberculosis, typhoid, STDs, leprosy,
neurological problems and addiction are all conditions from which the children can be suffering when
they first arrive at Future Hope.

THE MEDICAL TEAM:
Doctor:

Visits Future Hope daily and is on call 24/7

Counsellor:

Is available on site two afternoons a week

Administrator:

Runs the medical facility at school, maintains
the records

Medical Assistant: First Aid qualified

Dengue Fever is on the rise in Kolkata and is a cause of concern.
A mosquito borne disease, it causes high temperatures, severe headaches and terrible muscle and bone
aches. If left untreated, as is the case for many people who live on the streets, it can lead to severe internal bleeding and in some cases death.
In 2016-17 12 children were treated for Dengue Fe-

Preventative
Measures



All children were taught about the disease and now sleep under mosquito nets



Staff and children helped eliminate all standing water in the school & homes



School fumigation started just before the monsoon



Early diagnosis & effective treatment reduced the severity of cases
In 2017-18 only 5 children were diagnosed with Dengue Fever and the
preventative measures had an additional positive impact on the number of
cases of Malaria







All new entrants underwent a routine

A visiting doctor ran a series of workshops:

medical check-up with blood tests, chest X



For each age group of children on a range

-ray, urine and stool samples, to establish

of topics from dental hygiene to sexual

their medical needs and treatment

health to handwashing

All children are fully immunised against



For house parents on the recognition of

DPT, Polio, MMR, Hepatitis B and Typhoid

the seriously ill-child and on understanding

9 children were admitted to hospital, 4 of

the teenager

whom required operations
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Anti-bullying workshops in the homes

All Round Education
Future Hope School offers an excellent all-round education from KG to Class 12, where children
can reach for academic success through public exams and realise their potential through
extra-curricular activities.
The school population comprises of children who
are resident in our homes as well as day scholars
who live with their families in local slums.

In 2017-18 Future Hope educated 271 children
of these, 242 children at Future Hope School and
29 children supported in external schools

The teachers are conscious that high results and
league tables are not the only important factors in
education. The talents of each child are also
nurtured so that they become successful adults.

40 new children joined FH School in 2017-18
24 of them are day scholars &16 are new residents
21 children required one to one learning support
There were 29 teachers in the school

The aim is for all students to find gainful
employment and become independent, selfsupporting members of society.

The attendance level was 93%

[insert school numbers chart]

First Biology Dissection—A Heart
“We learnt that the heart is the motor for
the body. It is a four chambered muscular
organ which is responsible for pumping
blood in the body. We saw the chambers
and valves of the heart.

We want to become
doctors and open a
small hospital for Future
Hope children.

It was an amazing experience and we
were very excited to see something like
this for the first time. This lesson was
brilliant because we got to learn
something by experimenting. Yes, we
must do more experiments like this as it
helps us to retain concepts better.”

by - Dipty, Sameera ,
Ashish and Debnath –
Class 7
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School Numbers & Results for 17/18
Improving Learning Support
In order to improve the self-esteem
and socialisation of children in the
Fast Track and Learning Support
classes, it was decided to transition
this program to an integrated
approach. This will see children
who need to catch up or have
learning difficulties supported by
the dedicated team in the
mainstream classroom, as opposed
to being taught separately.
In the past year the Primary School
and the Learning Support teachers
took part in regular in-house
training sessions with an
educational expert to help them
understand new teaching ideas and
techniques. They were also taught
to identify children with learning
difficulties, and an educational
psychologist was consulted to help
develop specific learning plans for
each child.

75% of Class 12 have
gone on to study for a
degree
25% gained employment
with companies where
they carried out work
placements
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Realising Potential
Future Hope continually offers the children the opportunity to build confidence and realise their
potential, both academically and through extra-curricular activities.
In December the children put on a performances of “The Lion King” Musical for guest audiences, with more
than eighty children on stage and at least one hundred more helping behind the scenes.

Everything changed after this, my views and thinking.
Nala is really strong personality, even stronger than
Simba, and has all these leadership qualities. I want to
be a strong woman—fully independent and stand on my
own feet.

The combination of music, dance, acting and putting on a show of this size is a powerful therapy for our
children and it:


fosters self-awareness



creates a sense of purpose



reduces anxiety



encourages teamwork



helps them channel emotions

Silk River Project
Following a very creative Batik workshop as part of the larger “Silk River
Project,” house-parent Basudev has started a Batik Art Club where the
children designed and painted ten large flags depicting Future Hope’s 30
years. The initiative extended further into the community with our youth
teaching the same technique to other children from a local school.

Careers Support
Future Hope prides itself in ensuring that its alumni find gainful employment and become
self-sufficient, using a network of contacts to help students explore different careers.
In the middle and senior school the children attended weekly “Smart Thinking” classes and also learned about
skills such as interview technique, CV writing and a positive attitude towards work.
Work experience is a key element in preparing our young people to find gainful
employment. Through hands-on placements they gain:





an insight into the working environment

a better awareness of the numerous careers available
an appreciation of the real-life relevance of what they learn at school

From an old age home to the police, thirty five students aged 16 and above, gained
experience across a diverse range of careers as they 14
undertook several weeks of
work experience over the holidays.

Sport
Sport has always played a significant role in Future Hope, contributing to rehabilitation of the
children.toInthe
contrast
to lifehealth
on theneeds
streetsiswhere
personal
is Hope’s
the driving
force,
playing sport
Tending
children’s
a core
aspect survival
of Future
work.
Malnourishment,
helps them
learn
teamwork,
determination.
in turn builds
self-confidence,
trust
scabies,
boils,
skin
diseases,self-discipline,
burns, infections,
diarrhoea,This
tuberculosis,
typhoid,
STDs, leprosy,
and
good
health
and
helps
the
children
prepare
for
a
more
fulfilled
life.
neurological problems and addiction are all conditions from which the children can be suffering

Special Recognition
Our children’s sporting talents were recognised by The Telegraph School Awards in August 2017 where we
received the Special Certificate of Honour for Outstanding Talent in Sports.
How Sport Has Changed My Life

I earn a good salary now
and send money home to
my parents and am helping
my sister with her university education. Very soon I
will buy my own house and
bring my family here.

Suraj joined Future Hope aged 7 as
his father was unemployed and his
mother was ill. He quickly grew to
love sport and excelled at Rugby, going on to represent his country as
Captain of the U-19 team.

Look at me where I am now
— full of confidence, high
morale, a good job and a
very good cv. Sports has
given me everything in life,
and Future Hope gave me
sports.
15

From Future Hope, he went on to
study Business and Sports
Management. After graduation he got
a job as a coach with a gym, and
worked his way up to Head Coach.

Skills Training
To provide opportunities to the underprivileged and keep up with the growing demand for a skilled
workforce in various industries across India, Future Hope and George Telegraph Training Institute
(GTTI) have partnered to skill up young people.
More than 12 million youth between 15 and 29 years of age are expected to enter India’s labour force every
year for the next two decades. The government’s recent skill gap analysis concludes that by 2022, another
109 million skilled workers will be needed in the 24 keys sectors of the economy.
At present school leavers have few opportunities to acquire job specific skills; only 2.3% of India’s workforce
has received some formal skills training. To address the issue, skill development has emerged as a priority
sector, and the recently-launched National Skill Development Mission aims to train approximately 400 million
people across the country by 2022. http://www.worldbank.org/en/news/feature/2017/06/23/skilling-india
The Future Hope George Telegraph Training Institute was inaugurated in 2016 and opened up a sea of
opportunities for Future Hope and local youth. It is a not-for-profit centre where Future Hope supplies the
infrastructure and GTTI provides the know-how, teachers, curriculum and teaching material all “at cost”.
Teaching methods follow the proven and effective GTTI model with emphasis on hands-on and practical
training, operating under the umbrella of the National Skill Development Corporation (NSDC).
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349 students completed courses from
July—Dec 2017.



Two corporates supported the Future
Hope George Telegraph Training
Institute.



Two new courses added, Electrical
Technician and Four Wheeler
Automobile Technician.



More female students enrolled with
over 65 girls across the courses.

Higher Education
To enhance each young adult’s chance of realising his or her full potential and become selfsufficient we encourage them to pursue higher education. We support young people through a
variety of courses in Universities and Colleges across India.
Education is the passport to a better future.
In India, while the unemployment rate is decreasing, the issue of gross underpayment and economic
exploitation continues. Many are underemployed while a huge number of people are made to work long
hours for very little reward.

In 2017/18 Future Hope supported 41 young people in university education
which can dramatically increase their earning potential

From a girl who was destined to be married at the age of 14 to a confident young woman with
ambition who sets an example for the younger girls and her community
Ishrat comes from an extremely poor Muslim background where girls are not encouraged to do higher education. Her father died a long time ago and her mother
has ill health so is unable to work.
She joined Future Hope School as a day scholar aged seven and studied hard to
finish school with excellent results. She is now pursuing a BA degree in Hospital
Management and is planning to do a Masters.

Every girl my age in my local community has been married off.
Seeing my example more and more younger girls are getting into
education.
17

Impact
Celebrating 30 years of providing security, opportunity and values to vulnerable children
Over 30 years Future Hope has touched more than 3,000
young lives and many more in the community.
It prides itself on its alumni who have become self-reliant,
hardworking and trustworthy members of society, with
steady work and happy families.
Their success also breaks the cycle of poverty for future
generations and enables them to help the larger
community.
Tim & Erica (founders) on 30th Anniversary of
Future Hope with the treasured Green Jeep

Success
6 fully equipped and safe residential homes
2 sets of well trained and caring house-parents in each home

Annually 40+ students are supported in higher education
institutions across India, provided with fees and where
needed with accommodation
300+ children and young people provided with a healthy balanced diet and
medical care every day

3000 children immunised over the last 10 years
3000 children and their families provided support over the last 30
years
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Financial Summary
Future Hope is extremely fortunate to have a loyal and generous donor base and 100% of our income is
generated by our fundraising efforts. We do not receive financial support from the Indian Government.

Income and Expenditure for Future Hope India for the year ended 31 March 2018
INCOME
Donations
Interest Income
Recovery Against Provision of
Doubtful Advances
Bad Debt Recovery
Miscellaneous Income

Total

INR
687,17,336
2,82,008
22,906

EXPENDITURE

INR

Operating Costs

483,67,286

Staff costs

199,12,372

Depreciation

20,32,775

3,500
3,94,545
694,20,375

703,12,432

Income and Expenditure for Future Hope India for the year ended 31 March 2017
INCOME
Donations

INR
612,14,335

Operating Costs

411,83,184
214,88,003

Interest Income

3,08,601

Staff costs

Recovery Against Provision DA

5,65,880

Depreciation

Profit on Sale of Assets

6,33,443

Miscellaneous Income

2,39,050

Total

INR

EXPENDITURE

629,61,309

19,14,231

645,85,418

Our income includes regular and one off donations from caring individuals, charitable trusts,
charitable foundations, schools and other organisations located mainly in India, the UK, Holland,
Switzerland, France, Hong Kong, Singapore, the UAE and the United States.
Our expenditure covers the education, pastoral and health care for the children; it covers the cost of
maintaining buildings and paying staff. In 2017-18 38% of operations costs were sourced locally.

Sources of Donations

Year ended 31st March 2018

Year ended 31st March 2017

Outside India
Within India

421,02,005
266,15,332

394,98,667
217,15,668

Total

687,17,336

612,14,335
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Targets for 2017/18
Achievements 2017-18

Targets for 2018/19 are:

1.

The focus on fundraising in India through Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) was maintained. The large amount of
documents and reports that are required for CSR donations
are quite a burden on a small charity with limited resources.
In some cases we were restricted by the geographical area
where a company operates.



To strengthen fundraising in India and
raise 40% of the operation costs, and to
explore further possibilities to increase
this in subsequent years.



Introduce a modern accounting system to
provide up to date MIS reports.

2.

In 2017-18 Future Hope India raised 38% of the overall
operation costs.



3.

We continued to work closely with our long term supporters
and we thank them for their generous support, in time,
expertise and for donations.

Continue to raise funds locally as well as
internationally to meet the operation
costs, with minimum reserves of 6
months. Continue to look for efficiencies



One company offered support in an exciting IT partnership
and this has resulted in fully funded practical computer
classes for all the students in classes 10 and 12.

Start to raise the capital costs for phase
1 to build the new school, homes and
sports field in Rajarhat.



Develop long-term regular support from
individuals in India.

4.

Funds for Future Hope India are raised throughout India and the rest of the world. However, there has been
a quantum shift towards raising funds within India for three reasons.
Firstly India implemented the Companies Act 2013 whereby every large company has to donate 2% of its
profits to CSR thereby opening the door to raising funds in India.

Secondly, India is perceived as a superpower in the West, with the belief that India should provide aid for its
own people. This, coupled with the ongoing unrest in the Middle East and soaring numbers of refugees
landing in Europe, has resulted in a shift of the focus of aid.
Thirdly following the 2008 recession in the West and more recently the insecurity around Brexit, there have
been less funds available; donors have needed to “tighten their belts”.
Future Hope is innately Indian and is proud of this. Future Hope aims to demonstrate that it can do an
excellent job and make a difference for the poorest children with Indian rupees, raised in India.

The three CSR activities under the Companies Act 2013,
India that are applicable to Future Hope:
1.

Eradicating hunger, poverty and malnutrition, promoting preventive health
care and sanitation.

2.

Promoting education, including special education and employment enhancing
vocational skills among underprivileged children.

3.

Promoting of sports for development.
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Plans for the Future
Building a financially sound and sustainable model to support the work of the Trust into the
foreseeable future
THE DEVELOPMENT OF RAJARHAT
Our SCHOOL:
Our own SPORTS FIELDS:
Our HOMES:
The COMMUNITY:

Expand to 500 pupils over 5 years with scope for 750
Every day for 500 children and many more weekly
To grow from 140 to 220 residential children over 5 years
An economic model to help more children at less costs per head
ability to serve the community in different ways e.g. sports & healthcare

A separate report on Rajarhat is available on our website or email erica@futurehope.net

How You Can Help
Future Hope depends entirely on the generosity of individuals and organisations for running costs
as well as capital projects. We receive no government support in India or elsewhere.
Donate
A donation will enable us to make a meaningful improvement to the lives of vulnerable children by providing a
home, medical care and an education.
Corporate Support
Future Hope looks to create lasting, successful and mutually beneficial relationships with partners from the
corporate sector. Their support is invaluable to us for both operational and capital costs.
Trust & Foundations
Alongside the public and corporate support, we rely on the generosity and support of Trusts and Foundations
to enable us to provide for hundreds of children in our care.

INR 3650 /month

INR 5360 /month

INR 8,300/month

Provides a child
with a nourishing
and
healthy diet

Sends one child to
Future Hope School
for an all-round education

Gives a child a
secure home with
people they can
trust to care for
them

Go to www.futurehope.net/donate for full details
For further information please contact Sujata.Sen@futurehope.net
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Organisation Chart & Contacts 2017/18
Trustee Board

CEO
Sujata Sen

Director

Principal

Finance & Administration

Future Hope School

Director Operations,
Homes & Pastoral Care

Pranab Ghosh

Arindam Saha

Samarjit Guha

In India
Sujata Sen
CEO

sujata.sen@futurehope.net

In UK and India

Future Hope India
1/8 Rowland Road
Ballygunge
Kolkata
700020

Tim Grandage
tim@futurehope.net
Managing Trustee/
Acting Chair Board of Trustees

In UK
Erica Grandage
Head of Fundraising
Future Hope UK

erica@futurehope.net
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Trustees
Board of Trustees 2017/18
Mr Tim Grandage

Founder, Managing Trustee and Acting
Chairman

Mr Prodosh Kr. Sen

Retired Chairman of J Thomas

Mr Jasper Reid

Founder of IMM

Ms Anjum Katyal

Author and editor

Mr Eddie Poonawala

CEO Comart Group

Mr Subrata Dutta

Managing Director George Telegraph Group

Future Hope India is governed by a board of Trustees, whose wealth of experience and
knowledge support the work of the charity in its mission and future plans.
In November 2017 our long serving Trustee, Mr V.S. Bhandari passed away. From the
very start of Future Hope he was one of our finest supporters. His knowledge and
friendship will be greatly missed.
In March 2018 Jasper Reid joined our board of trustees bringing with him a wealth of
experience from the commercial sector. Jasper is the founder of IMM who build
consumer brands in international markets - for example, the Wendy’s and Jamie Oliver
restaurant chains in India.

Bankers, Legal Advisers and Auditors
Bankers

The Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation Limited
Dalhousie Square Branch
31 BBD Bagh
Kolkata 700 001

Auditors

Deloitte Haskins and Sells
Firm Reg. No. 302009E
1st floor, Block EP and GP
Sector V
Salt Lake Electronics Complex
Kolkata 700091

Legal Advisers

Messrs Khaitan and Co
1B Old Post Office Street
Kolkata 700 001
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